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Properties of cross-shaped proxinity effect weak link device.
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Josephson effect has been an object of study fron the viewpoint of application to conputer

Aevicesl) It has been theoretically shown that Josephson lines can be interconnected in certain

direct ways so that conplete logic capability can be achieved with networks of Josephson lines

.lo.ru2) In design of the logic circuit Josephson line branching is especially i.mportant. It is

expected that flux quanta propagating toward the turning point on one line of the branches will

initiate flux quanta otr only one connected line, and the determining which line the flux quanta

propagate down depends upon the bias current of each line and the junction characteristi.cs. This

paper reports on the properties of the proximity effect weak link de.ri."3)having a selective

turning point with four bridge branches Bl,B2,Br, and B+. A photomicrograph of the proximity

effect weak link device used for experinents is shown in Fig.1. This device is fabricated in

double layered film of 250 i, of Ta under 2a0 i of Nb. The geonetry of the superconducting, insu-

lating, and weak regions are shaped with a previously reported photoresist and anodization tech-

niqrr"r4'5J Pot"r,ti"l and current leads are provided for each bridge branch of the device.

The maximun supercurrent of our device measured at 4.2 K is diffraction modulated byrnagnetic

field, sinilar to the magneti-c modulation of a conventional Josephson tunnel junction. Thisbehav-

iour, in the weak-coupting limits, means that the current-phase relationship in our weak link is

sirnilar to the Josephson relation J = J^sin$,3)"nd it is expected that the flux quanta propagatec '-

down passing through the bridge branches at finite voltages. The relation of Ic1= IcZ< I.j. I.4

are obtained, where IcL,Ic2,I.r, and I.O are the critical currents of the branches Bl,82,B' and

BO, respectively. In our experinents a driving current IO and a bias curtent IO are applied to

the device by using the cur?ent leads of the branches B, and B' respectively, in the presence of

rnagnetic field applied perpendicular to the film surface. The bias current IO is fixed at a value

and the driving current IU is swept. A snall ac signal is added to the driving current only and

the voltages across each branch are monitored with a lock-in arnplifier. The critical vaLues IU"'s

of current IU at which the voltages appear and disappear across each bridge branch of the device

are measured in the presence of nagnetic field of 6 mG as a function of the bias current IO and

are shown in Fig.2. The cross line in a circle in this figure is the symbolic representation of

our device and arrows on the lines denote the propagating directions of flux quanta on the bridge

branches at finite voltage. The directions of positive Id, Ib, and external nagnetic field

are illustrated in the inset of Fig.2. As is seen frorn this figure when IO is increased at Ir= 0,

the voltages appear first across the bridge branches B'B,and Bn sinultaneously and then across

the branch Bj. In the case of IOI 0, various flux quanta transnitting states can be obtained by

changing IO. -The voltage having negative sign across B, or B, is observed with respect to the
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driving current ld in the hatched regiOns of Fig。 2.     Differential resistances, dv/dld,S, Of

each bridge branch at lb= 6 口A are shown in Fig。 5 as a function of ld. As is seen from this figure

, the voltages across the bridge branches of the device have the positive sign with respect to the

current ld except that the voltage across Bl have the negative sign at the positive ld ranging

from 20 口A to 34 口A. The ldc―  Ib Characteristics of this device applied magnetic field of -5。 2 mG

are similar to that of 6 mG for the pOsitive sign voltages. HoWever the region observed the

negative sign voltage across Bl is shifted tO the region of ldく  0. ThiS result is exPlained by the

propagation of the flux quanta with a sign which is the same as that of the appliё d magnetic

field in the bridge branches. The behaviour of thiS deviCe implies that we can select the bridge

branches on which the flux quanta propagate by applying suitably the bias current, the driving

current, and the external magnetic field. It may be mentioned that the 」osephson devices having a

turning point with branchёs as our deviCe have potential as the microwave and computer6)elements.
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